Abstract. We describe the computation of the unit group and the class group of the 81322 totally complex quartic fields with discriminant less than one million. 45.6% of those fields have trivial class groups; the maximal class number occurring is 70.
Introduction
In [3] we presented computations of the unit group and the class group of all 13073 totally real quartic fields with discriminant below 106. In this paper we do the analogous calculations in the totally complex case. Generating equations, integral bases as well as Galois groups & were again obtained from D. Ford [6] . Since the unit rank is one, the computation of the unit group was much easier this time; on the other hand, the class groups were in general more complicated.
Unit groups
The structure of the unit group of a totally complex quartic number field is (C)x(fio), where C denotes a generator of the torsion subgroup 717(F) and £o a fundamental unit. The regulator 2|log|eo|| is denoted by RF . The (cyclic) torsion subgroup was computed by the methods described in [8] . Its order w is at most 12. In detail we found w = 2 w w = 6 w 8 w = 10 w = 12 # of fields 59964 8212 13143 1 1 1
It can be easily seen that there is no quartic number field with more than twelve roots of unity and that there is exactly one field for w = 8, 10, 12 [8] . These fields are defined by roots of the following polynomials:
/4+l i&= VA, dF = 256, RF k 1.763) iü=10: t4-t3 + t2-t+l (% = C4, dF = 125, RF * 0.9624) U7 = 12: t4-t2 + l i&= V4, dF = 144, RF k 1.317).
A fundamental unit e0 was determined with an algorithm of J. Buchmann [1] . We give below a short description of the essential ideas. Let F = Q(p) be a complex quartic field with ring of integers oF = Zcox + ■ ■ ■ + Zto4 and discriminant dF. For each element a e F there are four conjugates, say a, a'2) and the corresponding complex conjugates a(3) = aW, a(4) = a<2) For any fractional ideal a the image tp{a) under the mapping <p:a-*R2:a^i\a^\2, |a^|2)
is a discrete subset of Euclidean 2-space. minimal if the corresponding norm body An element 0 ^ p e a is called Qi/i) := {ixx, x2) e R2|0 < x, < \p^\2 (i = l, 2)} does not contain ç»(a) for any a e a different from 0 and p modulo the torsion subgroup TU(F). It is easily seen that minimal elements p of a have bounded norm [1] :
Let {''■> J*} = {1 » 2} be a pair of conjugate directions. An element v is called i-neighbor of a minimal element pea if it is minimal subject to |i/W| < \p^\ and |i/(')| as small as possible. Note that v is uniquely determined modulo TUiF) by these properties.
Obviously, 1 is minimal in oF. Hence, starting with p0 = 1, we obtain a sequence of all minimal elements (pk)kez of oF in which pk+x is the 2-neighbor of pk and, conversely, /z¿. is the 1-neighbor of pk+x. That sequence is purely periodic, and if p > 0 is chosen minimal such that pp is a unit, then pp is a fundamental unit of F . From this an algorithm for computing a fundamental unit is almost immediate. We only add a few remarks about the calculation of /-neighbors. In general, one proceeds by doubling the range for the i th conjugate and determining all elements in the corresponding norm body. If no element is obtained, that range will be increased again. On the other hand, each time we find a candidate p for the next i th neighbor, the conjugates of p decrease the bounds for potential further candidates. Since counting lattice points in boxes is in general not very efficient, it is recommended to cover any norm body by a suitable ellipsoid whose lattice points can be determined faster (see [1, 5] ).
Since we cannot present all fundamental units, we conclude this section with a few remarks on the size of the regulators that occur. They vary between 0.337 (discriminant dF = 229) and 570.2 (dF = 965361). With respect to the Galois group of the field we get the following distribution: 
Class groups
The computation of the class groups had definitely more interesting results than in the totally real case. While in the real case over 90% of the class groups turned out to be trivial and the maximal class number was only six, we now found class numbers up to 70. Moreover, more than half of the class groups (54.4%) were nontrivial.
The algorithm for computing the class groups was already presented in [3] ; see [7, 8] for greater details. Hence, we give only a short summary of the method. For each field we begin by computing a superset of generators of the class group. According to a theorem of Zimmert [11] there exists an integral ideal in every ideal class whose norm is bounded by \[dF/6.192 < 103/6.792 < 148 .
For a particular field it is hence sufficient to compute all prime ideals Pi, ... , pv lying over primes p subject to p < 139. With the help of methods from the geometry of numbers, we then determine sufficiently many relations between those prime ideals [3, 10] . The relations are listed in a so-called class group matrix:
(1) where (2) CGM:=(c/,;)e (w €Z >0\ V/ € {1,..., w} : ^J p¿' ' is a principal ideal.
1=1
Condition (2) is invariant under elementary column operations of CGM. Hence, we compute the lower Hermite normal form of (1) (see [8] ). If the resulting matrix is singular, we need more relations, which can be obtained by fast deterministic methods [10] . If the matrix is nonsingular, its determinant is a multiple of the class number; i.e., if the determinant is one we have already proved that hF = 1 . Otherwise, we can delete all rows and columns with diagonal entry 1 without any information being lost. We call the resulting matrix reduced class group matrix. In none of the cases did the rank of the resulting matrix exceed five.
The task of the last step is to derive the class group structure explicitly. The method used is explained for the general case in [7, 8, 2] . We illustrate the procedure by an example.
Let F := Q(p), where p4+65p2+995 = 0. The field discriminant is 398000, an integral basis is given by 1, p, (1 + p2)/l, ip + p3)/l and the regulator is RF « 0.9624. Although Zimmert's bound is 92, we choose 150 as norm bound for the ideals to be taken under consideration. This is to make the calculation of relations more efficient [10] . We obtain 48 prime ideals over primes below 150. Hence, only five prime ideals Pi, ... , Ps (with norms 71, 11, 49, 5, and 4) are left and five relations between these ideals: (i) p2P3P4 e %?F , (ii) p2P3Ps e <%"f > (iii) P3P4P5 e ^f, (iv) p2, e %?F, (v) p2 e %?F , where %?F denotes the set of principal ideals of the maximal order oF of F. The class number divides 32.
For deriving the exact class group structure we need an efficient principal ideal test. As in the totally real case we used the method of Fincke and Pohst [5] ; however, for large regulators (i.e., RF > 50) the principal ideal test of Buchmann and Williams [4] turned out to be faster.
In detail, we search for ideals ax, ... , a" which generate v (< 5) cyclic factors of the class group Q\F such that and CIf = (*iXf) x "-x <a"^F> ord(a,^)| ord(ai+i^) (1 < 1 < v).
p5. Note that Clearly, the a, can be determined as power products of pi, ... we obtain the ideals a, in reverse order at first.
Starting with p5 and condition (v), we check whether p5 € %?f. The result is negative. Hence, we set ai <-P5, C <-(axß^F) and go on with condition (iv) and P4 . We have to compute the least exponent m > 0 such that p™«^-e C. Since we know that p2, e ^fF, we must only check whether p4 G %?F or p4ai e %?F. Both tests yield negative results. Therefore, we enlarge C by setting a2 <-P4 and C <-(ax Jf ) x (a2^p). Condition (iii) is already optimal in the sense that p\¿%p e C is impossible. Immediately, we can apply the elementary divisor theorem to the lower right (3 x 3)-submatrix of CGM, which yields diag ( 1,2,4) .
Because of necessary row operations we have to modify the generators ax, a2 via the inverse of the transformation matrix and get ai <-(P3P4)-1 , a2 <-P4, and C <-í*i<%f) x (a2^F). The class group matrix itself becomes with corresponding ideals ai <-(P2)_1 and a2 <-p4. In the last step the principal ideal test jtxa3 G %?F yields a positive result; i.e., we find a principal ideal generator of the ideal P1P2P4P5 which is equivalent to Pia3. Finally, reordering the ideals a,, we obtain the result with ideals Clf = (ax%fF) x (a2^> »1 = P4 = 1 lOf + (5 -I-p)oF. »2 = P2 = 50f + pOF of order 2 and 8, respectively.
We note that we had to carry out only four principal ideal tests. 
